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Pitchers lead weekend sweep of Seahawks
Press Release

ERAU Sports Info. Dept.
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. — Senior
Brian Letko struck out seven in seven and
one-third solid innings as No. 21 EmbryRiddle topped FSC foe Northwood 9-3 at
Sliwa Stadium.
Steven Howard and Kyle Albright drove
in two runs apiece for the Eagles, while
Colin Gray singled in the second inning to
extend his hitting streak to 19 games.
Consecutive hits from Howard and Chris
Trappy set the table for Embry-Riddle in the
first. Albright drove in Howard with a sacrifice fly to right, and courtesy runner Joshua
Menchaca scored on a wild pitch from
Northwood starter Jonathan Velasquez.
The Seahawks (23-23, 6-10 FSC) stormed
back, scoring three times in the top of the
second with a two-run homer from Mike
Schaetzle and an RBI single from Eric

Woodward. But Letko (8-1) shut the door
from there, retiring 16 of the final 18 batters
he faced before making way for Michael
Brady’s first appearance on the mound since
Feb. 5.
The Eagles (33-8, 11-5 FSC) took the lead
for good in the bottom half of the second, as
Howard drove in two runs with a long single
to left-center and Albright had another sacrifice fly.
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. — Three
Embry-Riddle pitchers combined to allow
Northwood just seven hits on the day, as the
No. 21 ranked Eagles swept a doubleheader
from the Seahawks 7-0 and 8-1 at Sliwa
Stadium. Colin Gray had a hit in each game
to extend his hitting streak to 21 consecutive
games.
In the opener, starter Jordan Roberts
pitched a complete game shutout and Colin
Gray drove in three runs as the Eagles post-

ed a convincing win.
Embry-Riddle (35-8, 13-5 FSC) took a 10 lead in the second. Chris Trappy doubled
to left-center, and courtesy runner Kevin
Ferreiro scored on Gray’s groundout to
second base.
The Eagles added five runs in the fourth,
as Gray doubled in two runs, Branden
Roper-Hubbert walked and scored on an
error, and Danny Martin beat out a bunt
which knocked home Gray.
Roberts (8-3) was outstanding, giving up
just four hits and striking out five, while letting only one batter get past second base.
In the nightcap, ERAU used a mammoth
home run from Amadis Padilla to overcome
an early 1-0 deficit.
The Seahawks (23-25, 6-12 FSC) opened
the scoring when Kelly Gonzalez scored on
a groundout from Cory Cooke. But that was
all that Northwood would get as EmbryPlease see “BASEBALL,” page A3

Gary Allan barely beats the downpour

GREG FRECHETTE/AVION

BRIAN LETKO STRUCK OUT seven in the Eagles’ 9-3 win over Northwood on
Friday. The Eagles swept their conference foes last weekend, riding a dominating
pitching rotation that held the Seahawks to four runs in three games.

Students present projects
at undergrad research day

GREG FRECHETTE/AVION

UNDERGRADUATES GOT AN OPPORTUNITY to complete research projects and
present them on the Flight Deck last Thursday. Participants were required to summarize their projects on posterboards, which were on display.
Jonathan Mettin
Editor-in-Chief

Undergraduates were given a chance to
do work normally reserved for graduate
students this week as the Honors Program
and the Office of the Provost hosted
Undergraduate Student Research Day last
Thursday on the Flight Deck.
Students from all four colleges competed
for cash prizes up to $100 with projects
ranging from acoustic levitation to methods
of detecting near-earth objects.
Students and teams who wanted to participate in the event were required to turn
in an abstract by Feb. 9. If the abstract was
approved, a full-length paper detailing the
methods used and conclusions was due by
March 29.
Students were given 15 minutes to present their research projects, then the audience
was allowed 10 minutes to ask questions.
All four colleges were represented. While
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the College of Business and the College
of Aviation each only had one project presenetd (“Global Job Opportunities: Beyond
the 50 States” and “Weather Research and
Forecasting Model,” respectively), both the
College of Engineering and the College of
Arts & Sciences had numerous presentations.
The presentations were judged by a panel
comprised of students and faculty based on
“originality and quality of research.”
Participants were required to have a poster
detailing their project, but were encouraged
to bring any apparatuses they used in their
research, like the Autonomously Controlled
E-Maxx, or ACE, a small unmanned
ground vehicle designed to coordinate with
unmanned aerial vehicles.
Organizers are hoping to make this an
annual event to allow Embry-Riddle to “further undergraduate research as a key component of intellectual life” at ERAU.
News Editor Brandon Boekelman contributed to this report.

JESSICA LUTTMAN/AVION

TOUCH-N-GO PRODUCTIONS’ BIG SHOW, country music star Gary Allan, ended mere minutes before Saturday
night’s massive downpour. With the ICI Center, TNG’s normal concert venue, still undergoing repairs, the concert was
held in the Cochran parking lot. Despite the threat of inclement weather, well over a thousand fans showed up.

Professor responds A-10s, senior
to last week’s
citizens will
‘homophobia’ letter keep flying

NASA eyeing
June 8 launch
for Atlantis
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By students, for students.
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Embry-Riddle Aero. Univ.
Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical
University is pleased to announce
that it is now an official sponsor of
award-winning aerobatic pilot Matt
Chapman.
“As a captain for American
Airlines and an exhilarating
aerobatic performer, Matt is a
great role model who gets kids
excited about aviation,” said
Embry-Riddle President John P.
Johnson. “I think Matt will be able
to help us in recruiting students to
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Chief Copy Editor
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Editor
Chris Tezak
Comics Editor
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Embry-Riddle.”
The
university
and
Matt
Chapman Airshows will coordinate
on cross-promotions such as aircraft
markings, pilot and crew uniforms,
print advertisements, websites, and
appearances at air shows and other
venues.
Chapman and his CAP 580
airplane, to be named the EmbryRiddle Eagle, will debut under the
new contract at the 33rd annual
Sun N Fun Fly-In, to be held
April 17-23, 2007, at Lakeland
Linder Regional Airport in
Lakeland, Fla. He will fly solo and
also in tandem with fellow aero-

batic pilot Mike Mancuso.
“I’m proud to be associated with
Embry-Riddle,” Chapman said. “Its
reputation in aviation and aerospace
higher education and in the industry
is unmatched.”
Chapman’s aircraft, a CAP 580
with a custom-modified 330-horsepower Lycoming engine, can reach
speeds in excess of 240 mph, pull
up to 10 g’s, and roll at a rate of
400 degrees per second -- all within
a few feet of the ground.
He started flying in 1979 and
has accrued 16,000 hours of flight
time, with 3,000 of those hours in
aerobatic aircraft. As a captain with

American Airlines, he flies the MD80. He is a 20-year veteran of the air
show circuit.
Among his many accomplishments, Chapman was the highest-ranking American pilot at the
World Aerobatic Championships
(WAC) in 1998, won the Fond du
Lac Cup in 1995, and won the prestigious International Aerobatic Club
Championships in 1994. He is also
a recipient of the Hilliard Trophy,
awarded to the highest finishing
U.S. pilot at the WAC.
For
more
information
on
Matt
Chapman,
visit
www.mattchapman.com.
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INCOMING FRESHMEN AND RETURNING students participated in inflatable jousting (above) and many other activites put on by
Task Force One, ERRSA, and Traditions for the Block Party on Saturday. Sneak Preview Day was also on Saturday, and those accepted to ERAU were allowed to tour campus and meet members of organizations on campus.

Library week-will you be there?
Elizabeth Davis

Special to The Avion
It’s National Library Week - a
time to celebrate the contributions
of libraries, librarians and library
workers in schools, campuses and
communities nationwide - and the
perfect time for our campus to come
together at your library.
To celebrate National Library
Week, the Hunt Library is promoting reading and libraries by creating

READ posters, a popular marketing
tool created by the American Library
Association. Typically featuring
pop-culture personalities, the Hunt
Library will feature four EmbryRiddle Aeronautical University
celebrities: University President
Dr. John Johnson; Chancellor of
the Daytona Beach Campus Dr.
Tom Connolly; Vice-Chancellor
Dr. Nancee Bailey; and Chancellor
of Worldwide Campus Dr. Martin
Smith. Starting Monday, April 16
the four posters will be displayed

in the entrance of the Hunt Library.
The library staff will continue to
create and display READ posters
featuring university personalities
even after National Library Week
ends on Saturday, April 21.
In addition to the display, the
library will also be holding daily
raffles for free coffee coupons from
the Java Coast Café and for the book
“The Sky Is Home, the History of
ERAU.” Entry forms will be available at the front of the library.
First sponsored in 1958, National

Library Week is a national observance sponsored by the American
Library Association (ALA) and
libraries across the country each
April.
Help the Hunt Library celebrate
National Library Week - check out
the READ posters and enter to win
the daily raffle! Library hours are
Monday through Thursday, 7:15
a.m. to 12 midnight; Friday, 7:15
a.m. to 6 p.m.; Saturday, 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m.; and Sunday, 2 p.m. to 12
midnight.
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If you’ve been following
the news you’re
probably aware of the
controversy surrounding
the language used by
Mr. Imus to describe
the Rutgers Women’s
Basketball team.
The University would like
to use this opportunity
as a teaching moment
and allow students to
express themselves
regarding this event.
You are asked to join as
student panelist to voice
your point of view.
The University will
have other students,
faculty and staff on the
panel as well, and it
will be facilitated by Dr.
Nancy Parker, Director
of University Diversity
Relations.

When:
Thursday, April 19
Where:
Student Center, Floor
(In front of Flight
Deck)
Time:
12:30 p.m.

SPORTS
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Volleyball signs middle blocker for 2007
Press Release

ERAU Sports Info. Dept.
DAYTONA
BEACH,
Fla.
– Embry-Riddle volleyball head
coach Joslynn Gallop announced
the signing of her first recruit for the
2007-08 season as Corey Dobridnia
signed a letter of intent to play for
the Eagles on Friday. Dobridnia is
a transfer from Florida Community
College in Jacksonville where she
was a two-year starting middle
blocker for the Stars.
“I am excited that Corey has chosen Embry-Riddle,” Gallop stated.
“On the court she will bring quickness, power and knowledge to our
program. She’s had a great career
at FCCJ and I look forward to her
continuing with us and making and

immediate impact.”
In her first season at FCCJ,
Dobridnia registered a .274 hitting
percentage with 168 total kills and
a 1.46 kill-per-game average. As a
sophomore, the Jupiter, Fla. native
improved on her freshman performance with a team-high .346 hitting
percentage, including 157 kills and a
1.41 average. She also led the Stars
in total blocks with 121 and closed
out career with FCCJ with a 1.09
block-per-game average.
She earned second team AllConference honors as a sophomore
and led the Stars to a conference
championship and a No. 16 national
ranking in 2006.
Dobridnia was also a standout at
Dwyer High School where she was a
three-year letterwinner in volleyball.
After garnering honorable mention

All-Area honors in 2004, she earned
second-team honors as a senior. She
was also a recipient of the team’s
Coach’s Award and was named the
Most Improved Player twice.
Dobridnia also excelled in the
classroom, maintaining a 3.9 grade
point average throughout her high
school career. She was awarded a
Bright Futures Scholarship, was the
recipient of the Math Achievement
Award and was inducted into the
Senior Hall of Fame Class of 2005.
“Not only is Corey going to be
a great addition on the court, her
off-court attitude is outstanding,”
Gallop said. “She is a hard worker
and will lead by example.”
The daughter of Michael Dobridnia
and Debbie Wolfenden, Dobridnia
will major in Communications at
Embry-Riddle.

Track still breaking marks
Alison Smalling

ERAU Sports Info. Dept.

DAYTONA
BEACH,
Fla.
– Sophomore Beth McCubbin and
senior Corey Grafe ran their fastest
times of the season in the 1,500m
and 400m hurdles, respectively,
as the Embry-Riddle men’s and
women’s track teams competed
at the Miami Elite Invitational on

MELANIE PUGH/AVION

Saturday. The meet was hosted by
the University of Miami at Cobb
Stadium.
McCubbin placed second overall
in the 1,500m, behind Texas A&M’s
Kathryn Hearn. McCubbin crossed
the line in an ERAU record 4:46.29
and just missed hitting the NAIA’s
“B” qualifying standard of 4:46.25.
Grafe met the NAIA’s “A” standard in the 400m hurdles with a
53.85, which put him in seventh
place overall behind competitors
from NCAA I Texas A&M and
Florida.
Saturday’s meet was the Eagles’
final tune-up before the Florida
Sun Conference Championships
next week. The Eagles will host the
conference meet at ERAU’s Track
and Field Complex Apr. 19-20 with
competition beginning at 6 p.m. on
Thursday.
GAINESVILLE, Fla. – For the
second time in as many weeks,
Embry-Riddle sophomore Stuart
Patterson posted an Embry-Riddle
program best as he set a school
record of 9:47.77 in the steeple
chase at the Pepsi Florida Relays
hosted by the University of Florida
at Pearcy Beard Track.
Saturday’s competition also saw
three ERAU long distance runners

PHOTO COURTESY ERAU SPORTS INFORMATION DEPARTMENT

COREY DOBRIDNIA BECAME THE first recruit to sign on for the 2008 volleyball season. Dobridnia
(seated on right) will join the middle-blocking combo of April Ebanks and Jenn Meglic for the fall season.

AROUND THE FSC
BASEBALL

MELANIE PUGH/AVION

post season-best times in the men’s
5K. Evan Clay crossed in 16:30.22,
Keith Potter ran a 16:42.99 and
Taylor Ellington turned in a 17:
05.74.
The men’s 4x100 and 4x800m
relay teams also turned in seasonbest times of 42.99 and 7:54.29,
respectively. Both teams came close
to meeting the NAIA’s qualifying
standards with the 4x100 team missing by .54 seconds and the 4x800
squad missing by 1.29 seconds.

�
The Bees halted their
five-game losing skid with a
doubleheader sweep over
Florida Memorial 2-1 and 11-1.
� St. Thomas moved up in the
national rankings last week,
moving up to No. 5. At the time
of the ranking, they were riding
a 19-game winning streak.
That streak was snapped
on Friday with a 2-6 loss to
Webber International.
SOFTBALL
�

Advertisement

The Lady Bobcats and

the Lady Seahawks split their
doubleheader on Saturday.
Game one was a pitcher’s
duel between St. Thomas’
Melissa Steuber and Kelly
Diebler and Northwood’s Erin
Lambros. The game was
scoreless until the seventh
inning, with Northwood coming
out on top 4-3. In game two,
the teams swapped the lead
several times on the way to an
eventual 8-7 Bobcat win.
� The No. 17 Bees improved
to 13-1 in the FSC after utterly
destroying the Tigers 20-0 and
16-0. Edward Waters remains
winless on the year.

� “BASEBALL”
from Front

Riddle sent 11 men to the plate,
highlighted by Padilla’s blast over
the fence in left center. It was his
fifth of the season, tying him for
the team lead. Steven Howard also
drove in a pair of runs in the first
with an RBI single, and Danny
Martin had a sacrifice fly in the third
to complete the scoring.
Steven Otterness recovered from a
difficult outing last time out against
Warner Southern, pitching the first
three innings with four strikeouts,
and Chris Maloney pitched the final
four innings, allowing just one hit to
improve to 7-1.
Embry-Riddle will host Florida
Tech on Wednesday, before capping conference play with a trip to
Florida Memorial this weekend.
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Representative of the Month
tip of the iceberg of her efforts. She is
an active member of the Constitution
Vice President
Committee and has been there for
all of the changes that have taken
Once again I have the distinct plea- place this semester. On top of these
sure of introducing a Representative duties, Angeline is the Co-Chair of
of the Month to the student body. the SGA Day Committee, the group
Selection of the Reps for this honor that planned, organized and ran the
is never easy; every month
massively successful event
I have five or six people
this past Monday on the
who deserve this level of
West Lawn.
She also
recognition for their efforts.
helped to plan and run the
Often, the choice comes
Employee Appreciation
down to which one of that
event that took place earfive or six has been on the
lier in the year as a thank
list the longest and has not
you to the staff and faculty
yet been honored, and this
for their work in the aftermonth is no exception.
math of the tornado. And
Angeline
Ranieri,
as if these weren’t enough
Angeline
a College of Aviation
activities to be involved
Ranieri
Representative, has served
in on campus, Angeline is
this semester as the Student Rep. the Vice President of Task
Secretary to the Student
Force One freshman adviRepresentative Board. In this capac- sory council, has recently earned a
ity she has faithfully prepared all of coveted RA slot in the Department of
the minutes and supplementary paper- Housing and Residence Life, is a part
work for the entire board each week. of the Catholic Student Union, was
And while the commitment from a mentor for a confirmation student
these duties is large, they are only the this Spring and is also a sister in the
Shawn Storey

Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority. She
does all of this in addition to her Air
Traffic Control major as a student.
I will keep this simple; all of the
success that I can be attributed for
this semester would not have been
possible without the day-to-day
efforts of Angeline on the Board. To
say she is a busy girl is an understatement, but despite all of the things she
is involved in she has never let her
commitment to the students and her
responsibilities on the board slack.
She is always there helping me stay
organized and on top of all of the
paperwork I have to deal with. She is
a true asset to the board and I am very
happy to hear that she is returning to
the SRB next semester. Angeline is
one of the most selfless people that
I know, making her one of the best
representatives on the board, always
willing to put the needs of others
before those of her own.
So if you get an opportunity to see
Angeline in the up coming weeks,
congratulate her for all of us on a job
very well done. We are all extremely
proud of her.

Career Services offers help
Jonathan Castillo-Reminick
Graphic Courtesy NATALIE ANAYA/STUDENT FINANCE BOARD

THE STUDENT FINANCE BOARD published their first allotments of club funding in The Avion
earlier this semester. Recently the SFB finished up their club funding for the semester and above
is the final breakdown for the year, with a total of $62,054 given out to clubs and organizations.

V.P. end of year report
eled.” I italicized the most important part of the phrase. There are
Vice President
lots of avenues when attempting to
reach the student body; you can tell
It has been a distinct pleasure all your friends to tell their friends,
to have the opportunity to serve put up flyers, banners, articles in
as SGA Vice President over the The Avion, announcements before
Spring Semester of this Year. As the TNG Movies and Events, add
it comes down to graduation and banners to the A-Frames, public
the end of my time here at Embry- service announcements on Eagles
Riddle, I look back not over the FM, PowerPoint slides on the
entire five years of my career, but ERAU Information Channel, the
mostly over that last three months, list goes on. And I can personally
and how much they have meant to guarantee that this SGA has used
me as a student and as an
each and every one of
individual. Embry-Riddle
those for events this year.
has been, and always will
And yet, we still do not
be, a pillar of the aviation
get the turnout we like.
community, and to think
And then people tell us
that I have had an opportuthat we are not available.
nity this semester to make
It is no wonder, when
an impact on even a small
44 percent of a recent
slice of campus has been a
survey of 150 students
real honor.
admittedly never come
Shawn
I have not been around
into the SGA Office and
Storey
SGA for long. As a stu62 percent of that same
dent, I never visited the Vice President survey group also admit
office when it was upstairs
to not using or not readin the Student Center, and
ing the SGA page in The
I only stopped by once or twice Avion.
to use a computer and print when
Another old axiom is that you can
it moved to its current location ‘lead a horse to water, bt you cannext to the Info Desk. But since I not make it drink.’ This one is also
started my term as Residence Life particularly appropriate. Although
Representative, it seems that the I have seen much, much better paroffice has gotten a lot livelier. I ticipation in the SGA from the stuam sure that most of the increase dent body over the last semester, I
in use is simply due to the addi- feel that more needs to be done. The
tion of the coffee machine, but then simple fact is that only 1,200 out of
again, most people who come into 4300 students voted. And while
the office and use the machine fill this is approximately the national
out a survey or two. It makes a
good marketing lesson; the draw is
the most important part of the sale.
Sometimes you need to spend a little
Communication is
to make a little, and I know that we
a two-way street
have benefited from the increased
student turnout in the SGA Office.
that is not oft
Your opinion is very important to
traveled.
us. One of the biggest benefits
that I have seen over the course
- SHAWN STOREY
of the semester from last semester
is that all of our committees have
been able to depend on all of you
stopping by for a cup of coffee and
giving your input on what we are average for main U.S. Government
up to. It adds a layer of transpar- elections, we should be way better
ency to the workings of the SGA, than that. We are a small commuone that is badly needed in an orga- nity, and your vote matters, every
nization as student focused as ours. last one. Several of the races were
Some say that this current Exec. decided by tens of votes or less. I
ticket was not open enough to the can understand if you did not know
student body, and since I am leav- all of the candidates, that is ok, but
ing and can no longer hurt my own on the same token each one of the
political career I am going to tell candidates campaigned during the
you the whole truth. It is simple, two weeks before the elections and
the door was always open and we you should have had a good idea
hid nothing. I am one of those what their stances were on imporpeople who like to put the blame tant issues such as club funding,
where it truly lies, and in my sole Safe Ride, etc. You should have
opinion all of the communication at least known enough to be able to
problems lie with the student body make good decision. And as someas a whole and not with the SGA. one who has a lot of say in where
Let me explain. One of my favor- your $85 SGA fee goes on a regular
ite sayings is: “Communication is basis, I find myself that more of the
a two-way street that is not oft trav- student body seems to not care.
Shawn Storey

“

”

There is good news, though; no
matter whether you all care or not,
we do. And we here in the SGA are
committed to keeping up the standard of excellence that we codified
this year with all of the Bylaw and
Constitution changes that occurred.
I know that in past years the SGA
has not been as connected to the
student body as it should have been
and that trust, once lost, cannot
easily be regained. And I do know
because I was there; I was not
involved in the SGA until this year,
when I felt like it was past time for
me to try to make a difference. And
I would ask, not matter how late it
is in your career here that you do
the same. Get involved, make a difference. All of the divisions of the
SGA are looking for people to help.
Touch-N-Go, the organization that
puts on all of the on-campus shows
and movies, is always looking for
more help in both picking the acts
and helping run them. The Avion is
always looking for writers, editors
and photographers. Maybe coolest
of all, Eagles FM is always looking for DJs to run shows during all
hours of the day. So if you have
any free time and are looking to not
be bored and to get a little more out
of your college experience, please,
come spend it with us. It is a proven fact that those students who are
involved do better in their studies
and are more prone to getting jobs
after graduation.
If you would like more information on how you can get involved
with student government, or you
have a comment or suggestion you
would like to have heard, please
drop it off in one of the many suggestion boxes that the SGA has
around campus, or send it to us via
e-mail at sgavpres@erau.edu. I
always love to hear those suggestions that you have, every least one
of them makes my job that much
easier when I need to decide what
direction to focus the efforts of
the Student Representative Board
better.
It has been a fantastic year here
in the SGA, and I want to take the
final opportunity to wish Nate, Ryan
and Natalie (your SGA President,
Vice-President and Treasurer elect
respectively) the best of luck.
These are some fantastic people
who I know are just waiting to
hear from each of you with your
suggestions.
So the next time you see one
of us in the Royal Blue polo shirts
walking by in the halls, or are in
the SGA Office, do not be afraid to
stop is and let us know what you
think. I want to wish the best of
luck to everyone in the student body
with the rest of the school year and
their exams. If you should see me
at any time in future, do not hesitate
to stop me and say hi.

Student Representative

I know many of you have heard
otherwise, but Career Services can
do a lot for you. Many of us came to
Embry-Riddle because we loved airplanes, flying, space, or just the smell
of jet fuel in the morning. We came
here with the ultimate goal of getting
a job that we loved. This is where the
Career Services department comes in.
Even though that job is so important,
only 40 percent of us are registered
on EagleTrak, Career Services’ online
job search tool. Few of us actually
follow up regularly with our career
advisors. We should be using every
service they provide to secure a job
by graduation.
Even as a freshman you can get
started. You can go to your career
advisor and begin to build your
resume. Even though you may not

think you have much to offer, you
have great potential, and you will
find what opportunities are out there
for you. It is not unheard of for freshmen to get internships during their
first summer in college. Sophomores
also have enough skills to gain internships. The first step is to prepare
your resume, and get a profile on
EagleTrak.
The next step is to go to the Career
Expo in the fall! Bring your refined
resume, dress up, and go see which
companies you are interested in.
Trade your resume for business cards,
talk to the employers, and see how
you can get involved. After the Expo,
post your profile to their companies’
career websites, and don’t forget to
keep in touch with any personal contacts you have. This is what networking is all about. Spreading your name
around a company will raise curiosity
and might lead to an interview.
Your career advisor has the contact

information of many former students
who are now in the industry. Most
of these people are kind and will
gladly become your personal contact.
Having them forward your resume to
their managers is very valuable. Your
career advisor can also help prepare
you for an interview. Mock interviews increase your confidence and
help you deliver answers that will
land you that position.
You are the only person who can
actually go to the Expo! The Expo is
not only for jobs but also internships
and co-ops. It is never too early to
start browsing companies’ websites.
Litter the internet with your resume
and cover letter! After the first two
posts, you get the hang of it and it’s
easy. Use Career Services for everything they can offer, because they
will be glad to do it! Perseverance is
key, and have the confidence that you
are fully qualified for that position,
because you probably are!

STUDENT LIFE
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Pi Kappa Alpha Update Chi Epsilon Pi hosts
annual science day
Paul Zigler

Pi Kappa Alpha

It has been a long time since our
last article, and Pi Kappa Alpha
hopes everyone enjoyed their holiday weekend and returned safely.
On Saturday before the holiday,
we met at 10 a.m. at Sunsplash
Park to begin our community
service beach clean-up then progress into our brotherhood later
on that day. We had 32 members
show to help clean the beach
from Sunsplash Park north to the
pier and in total among each member we gathered 64 hours. After we
finished cleaning up and down the
beach we returned to the park for a
BBQ and to toss the football while
we waited for the food to cook. We
all had a great time hanging out with
our fellow brothers who were still in
town and were pleasantly surprised
when Pete Nortrup one of our former chapter Presidents arrived from
out of town on one of his few days
off.
In addition to Saturday, we

recently had a recruitment event
on the West Lawn in front of the
Racquetball Courts that went off
extremely well and introduced us to
a plethora of potential members.
We would like to remind any
interested new members that
Pike operates on a 24/7 recruitment basis and is always looking
for new well qualified men and
upstanding gentlemen. We will
also be conducting recruitment
events throughout the summer so
be sure to keep your eyes open on
campus if you are around and feel
free to join us. On the April 9, at
the annual Greek Awards Ceremony,
Pi Kappa Alpha took home the
brand new Up Til’ Dawn trophy for
our support of St. Jude’s Children,
Overall Intramural Champions for
the third year in a row, and the
Recruitment award for our hard
work in building the largest active
chapter on campus. We would
like to congratulate all the other
Fraternities and Sororities on their
successes within the past year, wish
them all the best, and look forward
to a strong fall semester.

Phi Delts are best
Andrew Paolinetti
Phi Delta Theta

The past week was a good week
for the Brothers of Phi Delta Theta
(ΦΔΘ). The Florida Mu chapter
took home multiple awards from
both the Greek Awards banquet and
the campuswide Student Activities
Awards.
At the Greek Awards the
chapter was honored as Most
Outstanding Chapter on campus for
a second year in a row. ΦΔΘ also
received the Most Active Chapter
award for the Brothers broadreaching campus involvement.
This past year, each branch
and division of the Student
Government Association, as well as
many other clubs around campus, contained at least one Phi.
Brother Thomas Vergo, Touch-NGo Chairman, was awarded Most
Outstanding Greek Leader for his
influential work both in the chapter
and around campus.
Later in the week at the Student
Activities Awards banquet, ΦΔΘ

received Gold Wing status as a
campus organization, won Most
Innovative Fundraiser for our
Marshmallow Drive event, and
Brother Marko Budimcic was
awarded the Outstanding Academic
Achievement
and
Leadership
Award.
At both events our outstanding
advisor Professor Steven Lehr was
honored, as Best Greek Advisor,
and Unsung Eagle for his work with
ΦΔΘ. Professor Lahr always makes
an impact wherever he goes, whether
it is rocket day or helping out with
his Boy Scout troop. We appreciate
everything Professor Lehr does for
us, and we would not be the same
chapter without him.
A special thanks goes out to
Brother Thomas Vergo, our Awards
Chairman, and all the Brothers who
helped compile the awards packets
so the all of our awards packets
were turned in on time and everyone
was represented. Without all the
Brothers of ΦΔΘ working together
over the course of the year, we
would never have had the opportunity to receive these awards.

Kerrin Bullock

Chi Epsilon Pi
On Saturday, April 6, EmbryRiddle’s Meteorological Honor
Society, Chi Epsilon Pi, hosted its
first annual Science Day for Kids.
Children ages 6-12 from all over
Daytona Beach visited EmbryRiddle for a day of fun, prizes and
science. Activities included learning
about rockets, recreating lighting
with a piece of peppermint candy
and even using simulated tornado
machines. “The different science
experiments gave the kids an
opportunity to learn how weather
works,” said Craig Oldis, Chi
Epsilon Pi President. “Our Science
Day allowed curious children to
invent and create while discovering
new things about the world around
them.”
Throughout the semester Chi
Epsilon Pi has been reaching out to
the older kids in Volusia County by
going on a “Weather Tour” to different high schools in the area bringing their love of science with them.
“We’ve been to the most of the high
schools in the area,” said Science
Day Coordinator Leah Henderson.
“But we really wanted to reach out

to the younger kids and what better
way them to bring them to us.” Chi
Epsilon Pi hopes to further their
program by offering it to elementary
schools within the county, sharing
tornado safety tips and even disaster
preparedness information tailored to
Elementary school-aged children in
Volusia County.
It seems even faculty members
had a good time at Science Day.
“Just a big thank you for your outstanding work on a highly successful
Science Day,” said last semester’s
Chi Epsilon Pi Advisor Dr. Richard
Snow. “All of the kids and parents
loved it. You have established an
annual event that will continue to
grow each year, my sincere appreciation for your extreme efforts.”
Chi Epsilon Pi wrapped up their
impressive year with their annual
end of the year banquet, where they
inducted the new Gamma Class
and said farewell to nine of their
graduating members. “We’ve had
a very productive year,” says Vice
President Amanda Chambers. “We
also have a new and innovative
executive board already in place
for next semester. They have great
ideas that are sure to keep the name
of Chi Epsilon Pi alive and active
for years to come.”
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Faculty responds to homophobia piece

I applaud anyone who attended
the presentation about sexual-orientation on April 5th coordinated by
Kevin Snyder and the Counseling
Center. I attended the presentation
too, but I didn’t hear what Andrew
Balloun did. His argument is largely
misplaced and based on the term,
“homophobia,” which was actually
not the topic of the presentation.
His argument essentially presents a
logical fallacy, an either/or choice,
which is not a valid tactic of argumentation. That aside, I agree that
the term homophobia is limiting and
so did the presenters who conducted
the lecture on sexual-orientation.
One of the interesting aspects of
the presentation for me was Joe and
Bill’s insistence that they were not
talking about homophobia. They
listed the word, “homophobia,” on
a Power Point slide and specifically said that homophobia was not
an accurate description of most
people’s reaction to gays and lesbians because it described an extreme
reaction. Unfortunately, there are
people who are homophobic like
those described in one of Joe’s anec-

dotes about when he first came out
in college. Most people would agree
that the students who, after learning
Joe was gay, tried to set his room on
fire and barricaded him in the room
so as to prevent his escape, were
definitely homophobic or at the very
least, homicidal. Wanting to kill or
maim someone isn’t normal, no matter what one calls it.
That aside, the speakers suggested
that the term heterosexist be used to
describe the position that most people assume everyone is heterosexual
and then would suggest that all
people SHOULD be heterosexual.
That last bit was stressed. Joe and
Bill also mentioned that this is a
relatively easy perspective to have
because 90 percent of the population are heterosexual. Therefore,
homosexuals account for about less
than 10 percent of the population
when one adds in bisexuals and
transgendered individuals to the list
of sexual-orientation.
The main idea is that those who
are NOT heterosexual are a minority in our society but still deserve the
same rights afforded to the majority.

They also suggested that those of us
who are heterosexual need to use
some care so as not to offend those
who are not of the majority, even to
become an ally. It’s no different than
what we were taught in elementary
school. Stand up for the kid who is
being bullied.
This approach can be applied to
any minority, not just to sexual orientation. In a related topical issue,
it’s why Imus had to be fired. It’s all
about who has the power, and Imus
was a powerful bully. Imus had the
air waves at his disposal and chose
to use them to spread his bigoted
speech. Yet, Imus is no different
than other “shock jocks” who have
said equally offensive things about
other minorities. However this time,
Imus lost advertisers because of his
actions. Proctor and Gamble acted
as an ally and pulled their advertising dollars. It’s not about political
correctness. It’s about basic civility
and respecting people.
Watching out for the minority
opinion or population in our society
is one of the foundations upon which
our government is founded. We live

Student Forum

in a republic. A republic demands
that we take care not to trod on
the minority voice, even when the
majority speaks louder.
If one less student who is “different” than the majority because of
race, ethnicity, sexual orientation,
gender, religion, or ability is made
to feel included and welcomed at
ERAU and in our society at large,
what could be the harm in that?
Perhaps we would have one less
person who will drop out of college,
fall into drugs or depression, or end
his life by his own hand. The most
important resource we have is our
human resources. One person can
make a difference.
Try being an ally the next time
someone says something unkind
about a group or person who is in
the minority. Being an ally won’t
emasculate. In fact, becoming an
ally will empower both the ally and
the person or group for whom the
ally has helped. Aren’t heroes the
people who stand up for the powerless in our society? Think about it.
~Dr. Joanne Detore-Nakamura,
Asst. Professor HU/SS
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Stand Up! will
return for one
final column of the
semester next week
after a brief hiatus
from the wonderful
world of American
politics.
PHOTO COURTESY ALEXANDER BODEN

The Avion asks: “Who is your Favorite Captain?”

—Compiled by Tommy Chen

Megan English
Freshman
Homeland Security

Brent Cumming
Freshman
Aeronautical Engineering

Adrian Levitsky
Freshman
Aeronautical Science

Leo Callender
Freshman
Aeronautical Science

Dan Blaich
Senior
Aeronautical Science

Chris Scheiber
Junior
Air Traffic Management

“Cap’n Crunch.”

“Captain America.”

“Captain Jack Sparrow.”

“Captain Gus Jerkins.”

“Captain Morgan.”

“Cap’n Crunch.”
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Ellis Island hospitals are remembered
Josh Getlin

Los Angeles Times
NEW YORK - The crowded hospital is overflowing with hundreds
of patients every day, as a small,
harried staff copes with pregnancies,
critically ill patients, mentally ill
people and children in varying states
of distress. They come from all corners of the world, and the trick is to
treat them quickly - to make way for
the next arrivals.
“It is by no means unusual to
receive 100 cases or more at this
hospital in one day,’’ writes one
journalist, astonished by the scene.
“The task of admitting, examining,
treating and housing the number of
new patients five or six hours would
tax the capacity of the largest hospitals in the country. And here the
problem is complicated by the fact
that practically none of the patients
speak English.’’
It sounds like the frantic emergency room of a modern-day hospital,
but the year was 1915 and the place
was Ellis Island, where a general
hospital had been set up to screen
the millions of immigrants pouring into America’s gateway in New
York harbor.
This week, that history will come
back to life in “Future in the Balance:
Immigrants, Public Health and Ellis
Island’s Hospitals,’’ an exhibit in the
just-opened Ferry Building, the latest phase in a planned restoration of
all the buildings on the island.
The hospital structures, which

have not yet been restored, lie south
of the Ferry Building. After immigrants got off the large steamers that
brought them to Ellis Island, most
would assemble in the Great Hall on
the northern side, where they were
either cleared for processing or sent
to the hospital complex for further
examination.
Packed with photographs, historical objects and commentary,
the exhibit in the Ferry Building
showcases the role these facilities
played in stimulating the growth of
public health policy in the United
States. A largely unknown outpost
of modern medicine, Ellis Island
gave Americans an early glimpse of
the maladies and infirmities that the
melting pot would present.
“Most people think of immigration
when they think about Ellis Island,
but it has many other stories that
are largely untold, like those about
the hospital,’’ said Judith McAlpin,
president of Save Ellis Island, Inc.,
a nonprofit group that is working
with the National Park Service to
complete restoration of the 27.5-acre
site near the Statue of Liberty.
Although the island’s main hall
reopened as a museum in 1990,
there is much work to be done on the
remaining structures; most are in a
state of disrepair and look much like
they did 100 years ago. A national
fundraising campaign to fully restore
the site is expected to begin sometime this fall, and although master
plans are still being developed,
sponsors estimate the cost could be
$250 million.

The hospital complex in particular
is a ghostly reminder of the island at
a time when it was processing nearly
one million arrivals a year. Today,
there are cracked and peeling walls,
damaged roofs, shattered windows,
stained floors and cold, empty hallways where there was once a human
whirlwind.
At its height, the hospital had 16
contagious disease wards, 6 infectious disease wards, plus a general
complex with operating rooms and
other facilities. The staff included 12
doctors, plus hundreds of nurses and
many others working in kitchens,
laundry rooms and a library, according to Dorothy Hartman, director of
education and special programs for
the Save Ellis Island Foundation.
“This was a major 750-bed hospital, the largest and most advanced of
its kind at the time, and it was the
beginnings of an attempt to deal
with public health concerns,’’ said
the foundation’s McAlpin.
Ellis Island, which was the
nation’s main portal for immigration
from 1892 until it closed in 1954,
processed more than 12 million new
arrivals. Large numbers came from
Italy, Eastern Europe and Russia,
Sweden, Ireland and Great Britain;
there were ample numbers from
other countries as well. Typically,
the travelers spent 5-6 hours on the
small island, undergoing various
inspections, before heading out to
their new homes. But they could not
begin the journey until they were
medically cleared.
The exhibit opening Tuesday tells

Chicago wins U.S. bid
for 2016 Olympics
Helene Elliott

Washington Post
WASHINGTON - Chicago is the
Second City no more.
Chicago prevailed over Los
Angeles to be designated the U.S.
bid city for the 2016 Summer
Olympics, defeating its larger
rival with a vision of a compact
Games centered on its picturesque
and popular lakefront. The U.S.
Olympic Committee announced
its choice Saturday afternoon after
internal discussions that followed
final presentations by delegations
from both cities.
Chicago has never hosted the
Games. Now it will enter the international phase of the process, where
it is expected to compete against
Tokyo, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and
Madrid, Spain, to become the 2016
site. The International Olympic
Committee will announce its choice
in October 2009.
The next two Summer Games are
scheduled for Beijing in 2008 and
London in 2012.
As an aspiring first-time Olympic
host, Chicago had the advantage of
being a novelty. Its central location
and status as a world-class business
and transportation hub also worked
in its favor.
But its bid was far from perfect.
It will have to build most of its proposed venues as well as an Olympic
Village, costly undertakings that
could encounter delays and compromise its plans. Pressed by USOC
officials to detail its financial underpinnings, Chicago 2016 officials
secured promises of governmental
and private funding only during the
last weeks of their quest.
Los Angeles has hosted the
Games twice, in 1932 and 1984,

and its history was a strength and
a shortcoming. In each case, the
Games were profitable and added
a feature to Olympic lore: in 1932,
the Los Angeles Games introduced
the idea of an athletes’ village, and
in 1984 they transformed the commercially flagging Games into a
desirable and popular property.
The plan for Los Angeles called
for construction of only one venue,
a shooting range. Organizers said
that such minimal construction
needs would reduce the potential
for problems and cost overruns and
would have allowed them to spend
money on cultural programs that
aren’t essential to the Olympics but
enhance the ambience for residents
and visitors.
The choice of Chicago signaled
the USOC’s desire for something
new, risky although it might be.
Each group exited its final presentation with smiles and optimism.
Patrick G. Ryan, chairman and
chief executive officer of the
Chicago 2016 group, said the 11member USOC panel wanted some
clarification Saturday of its planned
financial structuring. The Games
would have $650 million in public
and private funding, he said, “and
we showed we would be able to
develop significant additional private (backing) so we’d be able compete with international cities that are
backed by their government.’’
Ryan also said the group has
“a highly confident letter from an
A-plus rated insurance company
saying they believe they’d be in a
position to provide $500 million
of specific revenue shortfall coverage and cost overruns, but not cost
overruns rated to the completion of
venues.’’ Chicago Mayor Richard
M. Daley, who also made a presentation Saturday, said he and the

other committee members wanted
to get across their love for their city
and its history. He said making the
pitch was an emotional and memorable moment in his long political
career.
He was struck, he said, by “the
passion, the commitment, the friendliness understanding of the Olympic
movement and how important the
individual athlete is and how important the movement can be to our city
and to our country in regards to the
youth of Chicago.
“It’s the highlight of your career
to see people of all backgrounds
coming together in that room and
making a presentation in behalf of
our city.”
Mike Conley Sr., an Olympic
champion triple jumper, said the
committee did add a new wrinkle
Saturday by describing a scholarship program that Olympic athletes
could tap in order to attend an array
of Chicago colleges and universities. The program would provide
120 years of scholarships, in tribute
to the 2016 Olympics coinciding
with the 120th anniversary of the
modern Games.
Before
the
decision
was
announced, Los Angeles Mayor
Antonio Villaraigosa pledged his
support to Daley and the Chicago
bid in the event that Los Angeles
did not win.
“No matter who wins here,
America will win,” Villaraigosa
said. ‘’I’ve often said Chicago is the
best-managed big city in the U.S.
It’s led by a great mayor and great
American.
“This is not about Chicago vs.
L.A. It’s about putting together the
most spectacular Games in the history of the Games.’’
And now Chicago will get the
chance to meet that challenge.

the story of the hospital complex,
which grew as the number of immigrants began swelling after the turn
of the century. At the time, the facility amazed one visitor after another.
It is “at once a maternity home and
an asylum for the insane,’’ British
ambassador Sir Auckland Geddes
noted in 1923.
Milton Foster, the British journalist who described the facility’s frenzied pace in 1915, added that it was
“a general hospital for all nations.’’
Historical accounts indicate that the
doctors and nurses who worked there
had to be prepared for a multitude of
problems, including some they had
never seen before.
The new exhibit displays examples of turn-of-the-century technology, including a bronchoscope, eyedropper, syringe, laryngoscope, ear
speculum and nasal speculum; there
is an old bedpan, a forceps used to

deliver infants, an examining table,
plus other tools.
Most of the new arrivals were
quickly checked and approved; the
process in some cases took as little
as six seconds. Those who appeared
sick, or were thought to be mentally
ill, were set aside to be examined by
public health physicians. Inspectors
were looking for signs of diseases
such as tuberculosis and diphtheria,
but also treated a range of more
common ailments, including scalp
and skin infections.
All told, only 2 percent of those
immigrants who came to Ellis Island
were denied entry, according to federal statistics.
The hospital’s busy pace subsided
as the numbers of immigrants at Ellis
Island began to decline after World
War I. Congress, reacting to a backlash against immigration, passed
laws in 1921 and 1924 mandating

stiff quotas for various groups.
Then as now, immigration sparked
a bitter national debate. But Ellis
Island, which today draws more
than 2 million visitors per year, is a
place that celebrates those who left
their homes and crossed the ocean
to begin new lives in the United
States.
Once they were cleared for entry,
immigrants got on ferries that took
them either to the southern tip of
Manhattan or to destinations in New
Jersey, where they boarded passenger trains to exotic-sounding states
such as Illinois and California.
“So we all went down and got
on the ferry boat,’’ said Donald
Robert, a Welsh immigrant who
came to Ellis Island in 1923, recalling his first moments in America,
in an oral history. “And then
we walked off - just like letting
birds out of the cage.’’
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Schools may require a
Bible class in Texas
Lianne Hart

Los Angeles Times
HOUSTON - The Lone Star state
could become the first in the nation
to require all public high schools to
offer an elective course on the Bible
if a bill currently pending in the
Texas Legislature becomes law.
Hearings continued this week
on the proposed legislation, which
mandates that all Texas school districts teach courses on “the history
and literature of the Old and New
Testament eras’’ if at least 15 students sign up for it.
Rep. Warren Chisum, the west
Texas lawmaker and Baptist Sunday
school teacher who wrote the bill,
said the course will not treat the
Bible as a “worship document.’’
Rather, the class will promote religious and cultural literacy by “educating our students academically and
not devotionally,’’ he said.
Although the bill says the classes
are to be taught in “an objective and
non-devotional manner,’’ it does not
provide for state funding or special
training for school districts and teachers. This is a problem because most
high school teachers aren’t qualified
to teach the Bible as a historical or
literary text, said Kathy Miller, president of the Texas Freedom Network,
a watchdog group.
“The fear is that teachers with
limited training and no guidance will
be called upon to teach a course for

which their experience draws largely
from Sunday school,’’ she said. “It
would be difficult for them to keep
their own religious perspective out of
the classroom. You can almost hear
the lawyers lining up.’’
Already, 22 of the 25 public school
districts in Texas that offer Bible
courses do so with a Christian slant,
according to a survey conducted for
the Texas Freedom Network by Mark
Chancey, a religious studies professor
at Southern Methodist University.
“When teachers don’t have solid
training in biblical studies and First
Amendment issues, then they fall
back on what they know from prior
knowledge. Courses end up being
sectarian often despite their best
intentions,’’ Chancey told legislators
at a hearing last week.
For instance, he said, one teacher
showed her students a presentation
titled “God’s Roadmap for Your
Life.’’ Included was a slide called
“Jesus Christ is the One and Only
Way.’’ Another teacher taught her
students that NASA had found a
missing day and time that corresponds to a biblical story of the sun
standing still. Still another school
showed videos which featured computer-animated talking Christian
vegetables.
“We have hard data on what’s happening in Texas Bible classrooms
and it’s troubling,’’ Chancey said.
Chisum’s bill names the Bible
the primary textbook for the class.
Students may be asked but are not

required to read secular books or
those from other religions. Chisum
dismisses critics who say that by
using the Bible as the main text
- instead of, for instance, a book
about the Bible’s influence on history and literature - the bill favors
a curriculum that’s more devotional
than scholarly.
“It just makes sense to use the
Bible if that’s the course that you’re
talking about,’’ he said. “It’s the most
available book in the world.’’
The bill as written properly leaves
Bible curriculum up to teachers
and local school districts, said Julie
Drenner, who testified Thursday
for the bill on behalf of Texans for
Family Values. “The best way for
policing any education requirement
is at our local school level and any
complaints are best heard by people
at the local school level because
they’re the ones elected and directly
accountable to the people in their
district.’’
As chairman of the Appropriations
Committee, Chisum is the secondmost powerful member of the Texas
House. The bill is co-authored by 52
of 150 his colleagues.
In February, Chisum circulated an
anti-evolution memo from a Georgia
legislator that contained links to
a Web site that discusses alleged
international Jewish conspiracies.
Chisum later apologized, saying that
he had not read the handout carefully
before distributing it to 149 of his
House colleagues.

Art therapy tackles stresses from battle for home
Jackie Spinner

Washington Post
WASHINGTON
_
Eric
Edmondson cannot express in words
what he remembers about the fall day
in Iraq 18 months ago when a roadside bomb and then a heart attack left
him with shrapnel wounds and brain
damage. The 26-year-old veteran is no
longer able to eat, walk or talk. But he
can pick up a paint brush.
When he does, his father sees in the
former Army sergeant’s face glimmers
of memory and healing as he seeks to
paint his thoughts on blank paper.
“I can tell by his expression he’s
enjoying it,’’ Ed Edmondson said of
the art therapy class Eric has taken
in the weeks since he left a Veterans
Affairs hospital in Richmond, Va.,
for a private rehabilitation center in
Chicago. “I don’t care what it looks
like. It’s beautiful to me.’’
Veterans with traumatic combat
injuries often find healing power in
art. They communicate through pencil
and charcoal drawings, sculpture and
painting. Their images range from
calm, colorful landscapes to mangled
vehicles, prisoners and carnage. It’s a
therapy recognized as especially help-

ful to those with post-traumatic stress
disorder.
Yet veteran and military hospitals employ few art therapists. The
Veterans Affairs Medical Center in
Washington D.C. and Walter Reed
Army Medical Center provide
limited art therapy classes. VA hospitals in Baltimore, Richmond and
Philadelphia offer none. Nationwide,
VA medical centers employ 691
therapists; of those, 36 are music and
18 are art therapists, according to the
Department of Veterans Affairs.
Paula Howie, president of the
American Art Therapy Association,
was director of art therapy at Walter
Reed from 1980 to 2002. She had
eight art therapists on staff during
that time. Now the medical center
has one full-time and one part-time
art therapist.
“I think what was happening is that
there were a lot of funding cuts,’’ said
Howie, who went into private practice
in Silver Spring, Md., after retiring
from Walter Reed. “People started to
say, `Do you want a nurse, or would
you like to have an art therapist?’’’
Army medical researchers have
noted high rates of PTSD among
Iraq war veterans, especially those
wounded in combat. A study led by

Col. Charles Hoge at Walter Reed
found that wounded soldiers had a
32percent chance of experiencing
PTSD symptoms, which can include

psychological distress, depression,
substance abuse, hyper-vigilance and
diminished appetite for previous hobbies and interests. Uninjured soldiers
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who were studied had a PTSD rate of
14 percent.
Bob Ault, an art therapist who works
with veterans in Topeka, Kan., said
the scarcity of art therapists in veteran
and military hospitals is unfortunate.
“Art therapy is a non-threatening way
to help people with PTSD experience
their feelings,’’ he said.
David Read Johnson, who directed
an inpatient unit at the VA’s National
Center for PTSD in Connecticut, said
art programs began to disappear after
he left the center in 1997.
“In the 1970s and 1980s, creative
arts therapies were doing well,’’ said
Johnson, a psychologist who now
runs a private PTSD center in New
Haven. “But it’s just like in schools:
You cut the arts first.’’
Johnson cited other factors behind
the trend. Some therapists and psychologists, he said, have been moving away from art and emphasizing
cognitive behavior therapy. Such
therapy helps patients examine the
way they think about their trauma and
how their thought process affects their
behavior.
“Everyone knows for select veterans, art therapy has been extremely
helpful,’’ Johnson said. “But it’s a silly
thing to say art therapy is better than

Prozac. It’s like saying a shirt is better
than pants. You need them both.’’
Art therapy grew in popularity
when Vietnam veterans began returning to the United States with high
rates of PTSD in the 1960s and ‘70s.
At the VA Medical Center in
Washington, veterans gather once
a week for art therapy. On a recent
afternoon, a veteran from the 1991
Gulf War and another from World
War II worked in the art room with a
recreational therapist who is not certified in the field of art therapy.
John Spraker of Olney, Md., a
former Air Force staff sergeant, was
injured in a noncombat accident
during the 1991 war. At 58, he has
been battling PTSD for more than a
decade.
“Some days I can think clearly, and
when I’m not battling depression, I
can usually do some good stuff,’’ said
Spraker, who was drawing a soldier
with pencil. He had never done art
before beginning the therapy.
“I feel like I’m making progress,’’
he said, his speech slow and particular. “I am on strong medication for
pain. Art relaxes me. It lets me be
creative and gives me something to
focus on and get into the drawing. It
does a lot for me.’’
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Old birds will not retire

Age-old birds
will stay in
service with
new upgrades
Brian Asbury

Aeronautica Editor

You can’t kill one, nor can you
fade them out of service. The hideous
yet beautiful A-10C Thunderbolt has
recently gone in for upgrades and the
U.S. Air Force promises they will
be combat ready sooner than later.
In a press conference April 11, Col.
James Ratti, 508 Aircraft Sustainment
Squadron Commander, would not
reveal where the upgraded A-10s will
see combat did say, “you can connect
the dots. You know where they’ve
been flying.” The Thunderbolts have
been operation in Iraq since the start
of the war in 2003.
Lockheed Martin is responsible
for the new installations, upgrading
avionics and enhancing weapons
systems. The new Thunderbolts will
be able to drop precision weapons and
use advanced data links for improved
situational awareness. In the before
and after shot, the analog chicken of
the past is transformed into a now alldigital eagle of the future.

The once proposed retirement of
the A-10 has now been reborn for
an expected double lifetime with
the new avionics. Born in 1972, the
Thunderbolt is now expected to be
retained until 2028. The replacement
for the A-10 is the F-35 Joint Strike
Fighter, already moving slowly into
production, yet the Air Force will
hang on to the trusty old birds before
completely giving in to the new
young. “We’ll ramp down when the

No Cell Phones

Technological
and social
problems unite
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor

“

We’ll ramp down
when the JSF
comes in ... that’s a
moving target
- JAMES RATTI
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”

JSF comes in, but, of course, that’s a
bit of a moving target,” Ratti noted.
The re-vamp will cost about
$450,000 per aircraft, and with 356
planes it totals out around $300 million, not including installation.
Along with new avionics and
weaponry, new engines, based on a
commercial plant used by Canadian
Regional Jets to add thrust to the rather slow aircraft, are being installed.
New engines will likely lead to slight
structural changes as well.
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The Associated Press reported
earlier this month that cell phones
will continue to be banned on U.S.
commercial flights.
The FAA had banned cell
phones and other portable electronic devices due to the electromagnetic interference they cause,
which may disrupt the operation
of communication and navigation
radios on the plane. The Federal
Communications
Commission
(FCC) is more concerned with the
areas below the flight-path, where
rapidly moving signals may disrupt ground traffic.
Phones mounted in the plane
itself may be used since they
operate on a different radio
frequency
than
most
cell
phones, and therefore will not
interfere
with
ground-based
phones. The FCC recently
approved regulations to allow
those frequencies to be used for
high-speed Internet connections,
which may in turn be useful for
voice-over-internet-protocol to be

used as an alternative.
Officially, the decision was
based on technological data; the
report stated that there was “insufficient technical information”
as to the effects of cell phones
in flight on the ground network.
However, slews of complaints
from people who dislike the idea
of having people talking loudly on
cell phones in the cramped conditions of an airliner cabin. One
poll, commissioned by the Flight
Attendants Association and the
National Consumers League, said
that about 87 percent of Americans
believe that cell phones would
make “planes uncomfortable and
be disruptive.”
The FCC website indicated that
the proposal had two main conditions; that the phones not interfere
with users on the ground, and that
the phones operate in their lowest
power setting, transmitting to a
local station onboard the aircraft.
The decision is final for now,
but the FCC said they would
reconsider the proposal if new
technical data came to light
(whether or not the technical problems were the cause of the ban in
the first place), and the FAA still
holds ultimate authority over the
use of electronic devices on aircraft in flight. However, even if
technology eventually allows for
portable phones to be used, social
standards may still block them
from airplanes.

Old pilots will not retire Air India recruits from IAF
Brian Asbury

Aeronautica Editor

A U.S. Senate committee passed
a bill last week 13-8 to raise the
age of retirement for airlines pilots
from age 60 to 63 after severe pressure from the Pilots Against Age
Discrimination (PAAD) against the
FAA. Sen. John McCain, who heads
up the committee, fingered that
several European countries have
already raised their pilot’s retirement
age to 65. “I am sure these countries
considered the safety implications,”
McCain said. “This may be a case

where other nations are ahead of the
United States in terms of balancing
safety and fairness.”
Consequentially, the FAA’s own
pilots are allowed to fly past age
60. This is a stark double standard
according to Paul Emens, PAAD
chairman, and “it’s age discrimination.”
Cargo pilots are also feeling discriminated against. The fact that
cargo airplane Class D belly holds
are not required by the FAA to have
fire detection and suppression has
really pushed their buttons. They
deduce that the FAA’s pronouncement that “the expected lifesav-

ing benefit is assumed to be zero”
equates to their own lives having
no value.
The FAA has enforced the age
60 rule on the “interest of public
safety.”
Ironically, there is a lower level
of safety required for cargo flights.
Cargo flights are not required to have
Traffic Collision Avoidance System
(TCAS) on board, escape slides,
or Enhanced Ground Proximity
Warning System (EGPWS) to avoid
flight into terrain in IFR conditions.
Also, airports which are cargo-only
are not required to have crash fire
and rescue services.

Bob Schied

Chief Copy Editor
The Indian national airline Air
India (AI) may soon be using activeduty Indian Air Force (IAF) pilots to
help fill a pilot shortage, according
to CNN.
AI is currently short about 118
pilots according to official sources,
but other estimates say that only
2,940 pilots are filling the 3,160
slots. It is also expected that a huge
rise in air travel in the nation will
require almost another 2,500 pilots
in the next five years.
Pilots in the airline make about 10

Advertisement

times as much annually as military
pilots, a figure that has caused problems in retention in the IAF. In 2005,
therefore, a restriction was placed on
the military pilots to prevent them
from moving to the private sector.
Now, a memorandum of understanding has been signed that will
transfer pilots into the civil sector to
help fill out their ranks in groups of a
few dozen pilots several times a year.
The pilots will have the civil job as
a “second career,” allowing them
to become familiar with the operations in airliners while maintaining
proficiency in military operations.
Between 15 and 40 pilots may be
released at intervals ranging from

three months to once a year.
IAF chief Fali Homi Major said
in a press conference that military
airbases have also been opened up to
civil traffic to encourage the industry to grow. More air bases may be
opened in the future, along with
the possibility of more pilots being
released; “if we feel we are comfortable, we may spare more,” he said.
There is no specification as to
which pilots are going to be chosen
to be a part of the program. Major
said that the pilots will range from
Group Captains through Air Vice
Marshals, approximately equivalent
to colonels and major generals,
respectively.

The Avion, April 17, 2007
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NASA aims for June 8 launch of orbiter Atlantis
Nicole Titus

Entertainment Editor
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WORKERS IN THE VEHICLE Assembly Building patch holes in the foam near the top of the shuttle
Atlantis’ external fuel tank. NASA managers last week set June 8 as the targeted launch date for the
three-month-delayed mission, opting not to switch to a new External Tank.

Russia says they may lag in space
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor

Experts in the Russian space
program fear that the country may
be falling hopelessly behind the
United States in space technology,
USAToday reported last week.
The current space transportation system in use by the Russian
Federation is the Soyuz, which has
undergone numerous upgrades but
few major revisions the past four
decades. It is a reliable spacecraft,
one proven by time, but it still uses
ancient technology and is not reusable. With NASA well on its way
to making the Orion capsule, the
Russians will be nearly two generations behind within the next decade.
Since the fall of the Soviet Union,
a severe shortage of currency, skilled
workers and modern equipment has
prevented the country from making progress at the same rate as the

United States. The space program
has since turned to space tourism to
raise capital for their operation costs,
in addition to launching foreign
commercial satellites and ferrying
international space station (ISS)
astronauts to and from the station,
especially during the holds that frequently plague the shuttle program.
In a financial irony, the Soyuz
may itself be holding the Russian
space program back. The Soyuz, in
its role as a space tourist transport,
is showing the Russian government that it has not yet outlived
its usefulness. As a result, the
Russian government has been slow
to allocate more money to the
space program, especially next-generation programs, which offsets any
money gain the program would get
from the tourist (about $25 million
for a “normal” trip).
Currently, Russia is producing two
Soyuz spacecraft and four Progress
supply ships per year that serve the

ISS. These numbers will increase in
2010 to coincide with the decommissioning of the space shuttles.
After that, the future is unclear,
but the state-run company that
produces the current space vehicles, RKK Energia, has plans for
constructing an advanced vehicle
called the Clipper. Plans call for
a six-seat spacecraft capable of
lunar missions that could also ferry
supplies to orbit. It is expected
that this system could cut costs by
two thirds that of Soyuz. Five such
vehicles would cost $1.5 billion.
But so far, Energia has only made a
plywood model, and funding remains
tight. Meanwhile, Japan, China,
the United States, the European
Space Agency, and other countries
are all making advances in space
technology. Igor Marinin, editor
of Russian space magazine Novosti
Kosmonavtiki, said that while other
countries are making progress,
“Russia is just marking time.”

NASA decided last week that
the space shuttle Atlantis would be
launching this June, nearly three
months after its original planned
launch date.
Shuttle program managers concluded that the work being done
to repair the hail-damaged external
fuel tank was sufficient for a safe
flight and that a switch to a new
External Tank was not necessary.
The decision also noted that workers were making good progress and
that the shuttle could launch as
early as June 8, the opening of a
launch window that lasts from June
8 to July 18.
A launch on June 8 would come
at 7:34 p.m. EDT.
Atlantis’ tank was damaged back
in February when a freak hailstorm
occurred while the shuttle was sitting on the launch pad. The shuttle
was immediately rolled back into
the Vehicle Assembly Building for
repairs. The storm had resulted in
about 2,600 golf ball-sized dings

embedded on the foam insulation.
John Honeycutt, head of NASA’s
external tank project, said there
are some 2,664 damaged areas on
Atlantis’ external tank. About 700
of them require workers to pour
new foam insulation into the divots. Other areas will require sanding and blending, and some may
require a spray technique.
Wayne Hale, manager of the
Space Shuttle Program told the
Associated Press “If we continue at
the pace of repair that we’re doing,
we should be looking at vehicle
rollout to the launch pad, perhaps
as early as May 6.”
“What we’re doing, of course,
is letting the work drive the
schedule, instead of the other way
around,” Hale added.
Since the launch was delayed,
NASA engineers decided to use
the extra time to inspect Atlantis’
main engine propulsion lines to
look for silicon rubber mold material that may have been left behind
in them. The material is used to
check for cracks in the lines and
was found in one of the engines
of Discovery after its launch in

December. The material was also
found in another engine that flew
on Discovery last July.
Technicians will be removing
Atlantis’ engines so they can get
to the propulsion lines. According
to NASA spokeswoman, Tracy
Young, the inspection is not expected to delay the STS-117 launch any
further.
When Atlantis finally makes
orbit, it will deliver the third
of four gigantic solar arrays to
the space station. The arrays are
needed before the delivery of major
power-consuming science laboratory modules starting later this year
and early next. It has been six years
since a pressurized module was
delivered to the orbiting outpost.
The first, the American Node 2
connecting module, now named
Harmony, is to be attached this
October. Europe’s long-awaited
Columbus module is then slated for
attachment in December, followed
by three separate shuttle flights to
deliver Japan’s enormous contribution, the three-part Kibo module.
Space Technology Editor Ben
Cooper contributed to this report.

Upcoming Cape Launches
Space Shuttle Atlantis is finally set to launch June 8. That puts the launch time at 7:34:12 p.m. EDT, plus
or minus a few minutes or seconds. The exact time will be figured out based on the orbit of the international
space station as launch day nears. Sunset on June 8 and subsequent days occurs at approximately 8:19 p.m..
The launch time for shuttle flights to the space station gets approximately 23 minutes earlier each subsequent
day; June 9 would see launch at about 7:08:29 p.m. and June 10 at 6:45:59 p.m.
One unmanned launch is scheduled before then. An Atlas 5 is scheduled to deploy a classified payload for
the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) into orbit on May 18. The current schedule of upcoming launches from Cape Canaveral is as follows:
May 18
Atlas 5
Classified NRO satellite
Launch window:
5:35-6:02 p.m. EDT

June 30
Delta 2
NASA’s Dawn asteroid orbiter
Launch window:
5:13:15-5:33:15pm EDT

NET Aug. 5
Space Shuttle Endeavour
STS-118 / ISS flight
Truss segment; SPACEHAB
Launch time: ~7:50 p.m. EDT
+/- 5 min. window

June 8
Space Shuttle Atlantis
STS-117 / ISS flight
Third set of giant solar arrays
Launch time:7:34:12 p.m. EDT
+/- 5 min. window

Aug. 3
Delta 2
NASA’s Phoenix Mars lander
Launch time:
approx. 3:30-4 a.m. EDT

Sept. 6
Atlas 5
Classified NRO satellite
Launch window: TBA
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Gary Allan puts on an exciting show
Nashville. This southern California guy
knows exactly how to blend country and
rock music. But at the same time, he has
no trouble singing a classic country song
without missing a beat.
Gary Allan sang numerous songs from
his Greatest Hits album that just released

“

Gary Allan

It was obvious that
the crowd certainly
enjoyed the
performance ...
-NICOLE TITUS

Nicole Titus

Entertainment Editor

So, off to my first country music concert. I was surprised to see the hundreds
of people that came out to see Gary Allan
perform at Embry-Riddle Saturday night.
Country fans of all ages swarmed the
Cochran Parking lot to see the music star
perform his famous radio hits. In fact, a
few women lined up early on Saturday just
to get front row spots to the show.
Gary Allan has produced seven albums
and has sold over five million records, as
well as numerous Top 20 country radio hits.
He definitely deserved the large crowd that
attended the show Saturday night.
It was a great day for a concert. Although
the weather was warm, the crowd stood
waiting on the hot pavement, calmly in
anticipation for Gary Allan to take the
stage.
The opening band, The Hackers, started
the show at 8 p.m. The lead singer was
Angela Hacker, a Nashville Star finalist.
Joining her on stage was her brother Zac
Hacker and guitarist James Lablanc. The
Hackers began their set by singing “Love
Me Wild,” a song from Angela’s album
The Winner Is, as well as numerous other
songs.
At 9 p.m., Gary Allan took the stage,
just an hour after sunset. He opened up the
night singing “A Feelin’ Like That,” just
as a cool breeze blew across the sweltering
parking lot. The atmosphere was electrifying.
It was obvious that Gary Allan isn’t
your typical country music singer from

”

this past March. There were upbeat songs
like, “Tough All Over” and “Nothing On
But The Radio.” But the country music star
also showed off his soft side by singing
“Life Ain’t Always Beautiful” and “Songs
About Rain.”
With graduation right around the corner,
Gary Allan’s lyrics about how “the struggles make you stronger and the changes
make you wise,” hit close to home for
some of the students in attendance.
The country star also sang “Touch Little
Boys,” as well as a few other songs from
his earlier albums.
Gary Allan was definitely excited about
performing. He told the audience that he
was “fired up about playing,” since it was
the beginning of their tour for the year.
The music star also asked the audience if
anyone had gone surfing that day, because
according to him it “feels like we’re at the
beach. I can smell it.”
It was obvious that the crowd certainly
enjoyed the performance and they showed
their enthusiasm for the entertainer nonstop during the entire show.
The crowd sang along to many of Gary
Allan’s songs, including “Runaway,”
a remake originally performed by Del
Shannon.
When Gary Allan finished up his performance, the crowd cheered and wanted
more.
Touch-N-Go Productions did a fantastic
job of organizing and putting on this show.
Everything went off without a hitch.
All in all, it was a fantastic show.
Probably the best “Big Show” performance ever.

JESSICA LUTTMAN/AVION

Bands you should know about ‘Grindhouse’ is an
John W. Smith III
Staff Reporter

Somewhere in their career, bands like
Incubus, MXPX, and Fall Out Boy have all
been featured on the cover of Alternative
Press magazine. Not only are these bands
that share a spot on our Ipods but they share
a spot in music history as legends, idols,
and icons. On this year’s AP Tour entitled
“Bands You Need to Know” the story was
no different. Although most of these bands
have bigger followings than pop culture
itself they are forces to be reckoned with in
the alternative music world.
Filling the House of Blues were Envy on
the Coast, As Tall As Lions, Cute is What
We Aim For, and Circa Survive. These
bands have been recognized for their witty
lyrics, heavy weathered guitar riffs, and
great stage presence.
Opening the night were two bands that
had their own unique way of impressing
the crowd. Envy on the Coast just dropped
their first EP in September 2006, and with
influences like Foo Fighters and Third Eye
Blind their music was epic and their stage
presence was fun. Performing songs like
“Sucker Punch” and “Temper Temper”
their swing stylings mixed with a light
alternative sound created a good atmo-

sphere for later bands.
Making a roaring appearance were
As Tall As Lions, a Long Island quintet
that mixed dark mood lighting with fog
machines and an elegant tambourine sound.
With influences like Elbow and Bjork and
contemporaries like Snow Patrol and
Augustana, their mellow sound blended
well with today’s alternative expectations.
Lions had great melodies and made a promising attempt at epic music. Lions gave a
great slow alternative performance that left
the crowd buzzing.
I’ve seen them twice, and every time it
is that much better. In most cases the third
time is the charm, but in this third time
it was the icing on the cake. Swinging in
from Buffalo, New York the four bad boys
of Cute is What We Aim For bring a new
meaning to alternative music. Crossing
genres of swing with pop-punk not only
has Jeff Czum’s genius guitar captivated
masses but lead singer Shaant Hacikyan
has brilliantly weaved together chorus’s
that has fans screaming in their cars. Their
hit single “Theres A Class for This” made
them popular over night but their songs
“Moan,” “Sweat the Battle Before the
Battle Sweats You,” and “The Curse of
Curves” has found them security in the
Fueled by Ramen record label and a home
in the heart of all the listeners. Cute is What

We Aim For is truly a band that you need
to know.
Finishing the night was the all inclusive
Circa Survive. Appearing with a movie for

“

Another great
show put
forth by the
House of Blues ...
- JOHN W. SMITH III

”

a backdrop their neo-progressive sound
put new life in the crowd even after three
bands. Their hits “Stop the Fu*kin Car”
and “Act Appaled” impressed even the
older crowd. In the end there is not much
to be said about Circa because the music
speaks for itself. Although front man and
lead guitarist started in Saosin, they found
a home in Circa Survive and found a sound
that is brilliantly unique.
Another great show put forth by
the House of Blues, and yet another successful AP Tour with bands
that are changing the face of music.

The Flip Side
Blurry Lights
She shut the door and turned her back passes the newly painted garage doors.
to it. As she walked away, she took She wipes the tears from her eyes, and a
a deep breath and closed her eyes. It weak smile finds a place upon her face.
didn’t help. Tears began to stream down For a split second she isn’t walking
away. She is in a moment from
her face. She stopped walka few weeks ago. She stands
ing. She realized it wasn’t
there with her best friend paintjust a house she was walking
ing the doors. They are smiling
away from. She was walking
and laughing and dripping paint
away from carnival cookies
on one another. Little did they
and bacon pancakes, walking
know, the doors weren’t the
away from Wednesday nights,
only ones about to get a fresh
away from daily conversastart.
tions with her other half. No,
They were painting it for her
not her other half as in a boygraduation party. While the
friend, but as in a best friend.
Jacklyn
outside was getting a new paint
As in the one who knows her
Duff
job, the inside was getting new
better than she knows herself.
furniture and carpet. The chairs
The one who she has more fun
Columnist
and carpet weren’t the only
with than she thought possible
things that would be altered and rearand all they have to do is just sit there.
She walks to her car in the darkness ranged after graduation. They would de
trying to find her way by herself. She different. Their friendship would never

entertaining B-movie

be the same. They had become so close,
but now about 1,000 miles would separate them. They would no longer know
the day to day items about each other.
She worried that she would not know
what was going on in her life anymore.
Worried that she wouldn’t hear the
little stories of what goes on, because
she wouldn’t understand or know the
people. She would miss the little stories
about kids fighting over the top of a
piece of playground equipment, Adam
breaking something, and the gay organ
player.
She got into the car full of her college stuff. It surrounded her. She
felt claustrophobic and suffocated as
she backed out of the driveway. She
had left her best friend. The tears
were overwhelming. The lights were
blurred. Nothing looked right anymore.
Nothing made sense.

Grindhouse

Peter Richardson
Staff Reporter

Grindhouse is a double feature film
created by Robert Rodriguez and Quentin
Tarantino to emulate the genre of “grindhouse” exploitation B-movie films from
the 1970s. These two movies are an ode to
the raw adrenaline, action and sex based
films that made such an impact on modern
cinema. Nothing about these two films is
in any way soft; there is lots of blood, lots
of death and quite a bit of topless nudity.
But these films are quite entertaining to
watch, and truly do take you back and
remind you why B-movies are so fun.
The stylings of these films are perfect
for the genre they are trying to represent.
The introduction and music is all laced
with ‘70s colours and sounds. There are
five to six fake movie previews before
the movie and during the intermission
that are ridiculous and quite funny with
memorable cameos including Nicolas
Cage as Fu-Manchu. The film is grainy
with faded colors and at times the movie
skips and jumps. There are even parts of
the movie where it says “Missing Reel”
and large parts of the film are just cut out.
But all of these B-movie gimmicks work
for Grindhouse and all make you get into
the movies groove.
The first movie is called Planet Terror
and was directed by Rodriguez. This
movie is a straight up zombie flick in

every possible way. There of course is
very little story backing, but lots and lots
of gore. There is even a pretty good Bruce
Willis cameo in this movie. The action
scenes are very fun and it keeps your heart
pounding from start to finish. Overall, this
is less of a “film” and more of a movie.
It is pure fun and action with attractive
women, ridiculous action scenes and lots
of zombies. Despite the lack of real story,
Planet Terror entertains and really is one
of the best zombie movies ever.
The second movie is called Death Proof
and is much more a film as opposed to
a movie. There is still plenty of action,
car chases, severed limbs and attractive
women, but there is also more of a plot

“

The overall feeling
you get as you walk
out of Grindhouse
is satisfaction.
- PETER RICHARDSON

”

and a lot more good dialogue. This movie
focuses around two groups of women and
Kurt Russell as Stuntman Mike. The long
parts of dialogue in the middle of the film
might be considered just a bit too long by
some, but it really does get you to feel and
understand the main women characters
and their group interactions. The film finished up with a awesome classic car chase
action scene with Stuntman Mike facing
off against the groups of girls. Overall,
this film is not as fun as Planet Terror but
is still a worthy B-movie tribute.
The overall feeling you get as you walk
out of Grindhouse is satisfaction. At almost
three hours in length, it is a bit on the long
side, but remains satisfying throughout.
The action, violence, women, cars and
filming is all B-movie top-notch and really
lets you remember why these movies had
such an impact on today’s cinema. There is
little doubt that if you go into Grindhouse
expecting a good action packed time then
you will be satisfied, but you will have
to look elsewhere for something deeper.
These films take you back to the glory
days of exploitation cinema and give you
a great big taste of unbarred action.

COMICS
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B2
The Riddle of Life
By Jonathan Mettin
I have come to accept the fact that
I am a horrible person ...
deal with it.

By Wes Oleszewski

SUDOKU

SIMPLE

INTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE

DIFFICULT

Eat me, drink me
ACROSS
1
5
8
12
13
15
16
17
18
19
21
23
25
26
29
31
35
37
39
40
41
44
45
47
48
50
52
54
55
57
59
62
65
66
68
70
71
72
73
74
75
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Stew
Child
Meat and potatoes dish
Pocket bread
Intelligent
Not out of
Hawkeye's first name in real life
Back porch
AKA black fly
Constant companion
Ground squirrel
Given a ticket
Head apparel
Crawling vines
Christmas mo. (abbr.)
Many months
Dennis the __
Not good
Cain killed him
Stage of life
Natural
Kimono sash
Distinctive attire
Goddess of the dawn
Tailbone
Upon (2 wds.)
British drink
Absurd and amusingly eccentric
Used to be
To reject
Fast pace on a horse
Musical "fast"
Indonesian island
Fights
Force onward
Vigor and liveliness
Breathing that's interrupted
Christ's mother
Alleviate
Advertisements
Fencing sword

Drink

me.

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
13
14
20
22
24
26
27
28
30
32

Hot springs, for one
Substances used to reduce friction
Mormon State
Cure-all
Melted
plant, grain
Trigonometry (abbr.)
Afternoon tea (2 wds.)
Orphan from Green Gables
Heavenly light
Not cold
Dick and Jane dog
Winnie the __
70's music
Earnings
Degrades
Idealized image of someone
Vegetarian type
Unresponsive
Bathroom (slang)
Terminate

33 Argue against and disapprove
34 Slimer is ___
36 Employee Related Expenses
(abbr.)
38 Put down (slang)
42 ___ milk?
43 Group of larger
organization,
central
46 Ship rope
49 Eat
51 Chum
53 Oranges' partners
56 AKA pop
58 __ Major (Big Dipper)
59 Festival
60 Voiced sigh
61 Insect in a cocoon
63 Ambush
64 Fairy-tale giant
65 Queen ___
67 Dead ___
69 Needle hole

.
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Submit your completed crossword to our
office in SC 110. All correct entries will
be entered to win a $10 gift certificate to
Barnes & Noble Bookstore. Entries are due
Friday by 5 p.m.
Good luck!

Last Issue

Let’s have a party
WINNER: Ryan Jensen
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ROOM MATE WANTED
Maintain your privacy in your
private room, in a fully furnished
4 bedroom house less than 2 miles
from school! Share home w/ 1 Male
& 1 Female ERAU engineering
students. High speed wireless & cat
5 plug in available. Asking $600 +
1/3 utilities. Call Ian for more info.
(941) 504-5606

Duplex for Rent
Unfurnished, 2 bedroom/1 bath
duplex for rent. 10-15 minutes
from ERAU 824 1/2 May Ave.
Holly
Hill.
$900.
Includes
cable and internet. Water and
electric extra. Available May 1st.
(386) 248-8333 or (386) 323-8668

Apartment for Rent
7 miles from college. Dunlawton
and Halifax Dr. in Port Orange.
For U.S. male undergraduate, nonsmoker only! Free rent for some
help. Includes large, furnished
bedroom, wi-fi, TV and all utilities.
Recommended by former ERAU
students who have been tenants.
Discuss apt with Jay in UC
Cafeteria. Leave message telling
about yourself and phone number.
(386) 322-1899

Looking for Roommate
Room available for rent to male
student starting 05/09/07. Rent
includes all basic utilities. Also
TV, VHS, and DVD are included.
Telephone long and short distance,
screened porch, grill for cooking
out, front porch, Community
pool, living room, dining room,
kitchen, den, washer and dryer use
included. Tall camper refrigerator
in room. Bath area is included.
For more information please call
(386) 788-7868 or (386) 366-1027

Roommate Wanted
Roommate required to share 2
BEDROOM, 1 BATH apartment,
located on Jimmy Ann - The
Breakers.
$450
+
Utilities.
Non Smokers preferred. Email:
jaroshj07@gmail.com

Looking for Roommates
Looking for roommates to slit a 5 bed
2 bath house beachside. Less than 5
miles from ERAU. $380 plus share
of utilities: water, electricity, cable,
internet, phone. For info contact Russ
(214) 957-6139
or Jeremy (386) 214-5673

Rooms for Rent
3 Bed 2 Bath house located in South
Daytona 10 minutes from campus.
Located in quiet neighborhood
with no through traffic. Wireless
internet, full kitchen, and all
appliances are provided. $400/
mo. plus 1/3 of utilities. Call
for more info or to see house.
(570) 856-5977

Apartment Avaliable
Available from May to July. Nice,
furnished, 3 bedroom ,2 bathroom
apartment at the Barrington. 10 min
from ERAU. Pool, tennis court.
260$/month + utilities (about 30$).
Contact
Camille
for
more
information
decou6c9@erau.edu

BEACHSIDE HOUSING
3 furnished rooms. Blocks from
beach at 200 Vermont Avenue.
Just 4 miles from campus. $495 $525/mo includes utilities. Call Bill
(386) 235-4748.
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SERVICES OFFERRED

Another Roomate Wanted
Looking for a clean, friendly, and
quiet roommate to share a beautiful
house in LPGA International,
just 10-15 minutes from school.
Rent is $375 plus 1/4 of utilities.
Available ASAP. Please call
(863) 381-7137

Summer Housing
Sublease room in a new, huge
4bdrm/2bth house with POOL.
Close to everything; 5 min from
ERAU. Pets negotiable. Available
May 1-July 31. Master with
private bath only $400/mo. Other
rooms $375/mo. Utilities not
included. Very flexible. Call Jamie
(305) 849-2152

Room Avaliable
One room available in a 2 bedroom
& 2 bath apartment with a lovely
view located on the Intracoastal.
Rent is $367/month plus half the
electric (which is about $40 apiece).
If you are clean, considerate, nonsmoking, and without a pet, this is
a thoroughly unique find. Graduate
student preferred. Call for more info:
(386) 631-1220.

Graphic Design Service
Freelance graphic designer with
9 years experience and a degree
in graphic design. Interested
in designing your next logo or
business cards, please contact me at:
cowgirl_intraining@yahoo.com

Roommate Needed ASAP
Roommate needed immediately!
Beautiful, fully furnished, 2 bedroom
2 bath apartment with pool, gym,
racquetball, and tennis courts. You
get the master bedroom/bathroom!
1 mile from ERAU! Non-smoker
and no pets please. Call ASAP
(239) 851-7271

House for Rent
2 Bed, 2 Bath, Oversized 2 Car garage
in Highridge Estates off of Hwy
92. Very private. Close to ERAU,
Shopping, and Halifax Hospital.
Rent $950 month. Pets welcome.
(386) 214-4127

Room For Rent in Port Orange
One room for rent in 3 bed 2
bath house about 4 miles from
campus. Occupied by 2 ERAU
students looking for a third. 2
car garage, washer/dryer, wireless
internet, cable, fenced back yard.
Rent is $345/month plus 1/3 of
utilities. Available now. Call Clay
(386) 366-1665

Summer Housing
Port Orange room for rent.
Dishwasher, microwave, washer/
dryer; utilities include cable TV
& high speed internet; jacuzzi.
$500/mo. Short term lease. First
& security. Available April 15th.
(386) 763-1747.

Room for Rent
Room for rent in Dayton Beach
house. Pet friendly with fenced in
yard and lots of trees. Five minutes
from campus - can ride your bike
to school.
Cable and internet.
$395 per month utilities included.
(386) 295-0268

Room for Rent
Available now. Room for rent in
spacious home five minutes from
campus off International Speedway.
Animal friendly. Large fenced in
yard with shady trees. Access to indoor heated pool. High speed internet, cable. Pet ok. $395 per month,
utilities included.
(386) 295-0268.

LPGA Home Avaliable
4 Bedroom 3 Bath home in LPGA.
Built in 2003. Features 2 car garage,
security system and washer/dryer!
Asking $1800 per month. Call for
more information (407) 252-7411

Condo For Rent
Spacious 2 bedroom, 2 bath condo
located in quiet, swim neighborhood
in Deerwood Subdivision. 1
mile from Embry-Riddle. $920/
month, first and last month and
security. Call for more information
(770) 312-7949 or (386) 441-4583

AUTOMOTIVE
2002 Buell Blast
5000 miles, 500cc belt drive,
excellent condition, new rear
tire, well maintained, 70 mpg
average. Excellent first bike or
commuter. Light and agile. lots
of fun. Asking $2500 Call Ryan
(484) 239-1062

MISCELLANEOUS
Free DOG!!
I need to find a good home for my
dog, Sassy. She is almost 4 years
old. She is a gold colored Chow
mix, and weighs about 40 lbs. She’s
very cute! She has all her shots and
she’s been spayed. She’s a sweet
dog and behaves very well around
people. Thanks for your interest.
(386) 226-7606 or (386) 451-6398
marti431@erau.edu

Household Items for Sale
Selling a used washer/dryer set.
Asking $300 obo for set. Also,
bedroom furniture set: 2 nightstands,
5 drawer dresser, and headboard
for queen/full. All are matching,
cherry wood color. Finish is
good, dresser has minor blemish.
Asking $125 for the set. Call Jeff
(386) 290-6937

Another Moving Sale!
Bed, 2 matching dressers, table
with 4 matching chair, nightstand
with lamp, couch and matching
chair, tv and dvd player for
sale. All in good condition.
Call for price. (816) 522-5674

Visit us at www.avionnewspaper.com
to post your classified!
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